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not avail because hemp and all other Russian commodities
would then be paid for by bullion"1.    These arguments
failed to convince the legislature.   In  1741  the  Russia
Company was allowed to import silk through Russia pro-
vided it was bought in Persia with English goods.   Some
years later (1750), when direct intercourse with Persia was
interrupted, the Company was permitted to buy Persian silk
in Russia, without any stipulation that English goods must
be carried into Persia to pay for the silk2.
Rivalry of       The Levant  Company's charters  of  1592  and  1605,
reinforced by an Ordinance of Parliament in 16443, placed
it in the exceptional position that it was protected in its
home trade from the competition of foreigners and natives
alike.   The former were forbidden to import the products
of the Levant into England:   the latter, unless admitted
to the freedom of the Company, were debarred both from
the outward and the inward trade of the eastern Mediter-
ranean4.   But the ban upon the activities of the interloper,
although fortified by the penalty of an extra 20 per cent,
duty upon his goods5, failed to deter the free trader ; and
the Commonwealth gave him his opportunity to invade
the Company's privileges.    " We have been exceedingly
abused", the consul at Smyrna was told in 1650, " by inter-
lopers who upon every ship find means to send thither
great quantities of goods, which are received and coloured
by factors there"6;   and they also brought over com-
modities of the Levant from the Netherlands7.   In other
respects the Commonwealth was a difficult period for the
Company.   It lost ' twenty great ships taken of late years
(1650) by the French fleet in the Straits', of which eight
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